Prosodic categories, like other grammatical categories, are realized with wide variability, yet listeners interpret linguistic meaning with apparent ease. ToBI aims to capture the linguistically meaningful prosodic elements of utterances, but does not capture the variability in acoustic cues that the labeller (and listener) must interpret in order to assign distinctive categories. Despite a long history of empirical work demonstrating the importance of individual cues in signalling prosodic events, little previous work has explored how these cues might systematically combine, trade off and vary in magnitude across ToBI categories. Following recent proposals of cue-based annotation of segments, and disfluent and stuttered speech prosody, the current paper assesses the role of six timing, pitch, and voice quality cues in signalling boundary events in a corpus of independently ToBI-labelled fluent American English speech. Results demonstrate that each cue accounts for unique variance in break index level, and that break index levels increase with the number of cues present per token. The data further suggest that labeller uncertainty is more frequent for tokens that exhibit only a subset of the cues. Future work will investigate annotation of cues to prominence, as well as additional cues to boundaries and grouping.
Introduction
Phonological categories are realized with a high degree of variability in the signal, as has been well-documented for both segmental and prosodic elements. In the domain of segmental analysis, growing evidence shows that speakers systematically control aspects of speech below the level of contrastive linguistic constituents, and that listeners are sensitive to this variation. Likewise, in the study of prosodic events associated with prominence and boundary, there is well-documented variation of the cues that signal a prosodic category (see [1] for overview).
Phonological prosodic annotation systems such as ToBI (for Tones and Break Indices) [2, 3] require labellers to interpret the signal to indicate the occurrence of prosodic categories of prominence (pitch accents) and boundaryrelated phenomena (phrase tones and boundary tones, and their associated level of disjuncture). While many individual prosodic events are straightforward to assign to a category, many more may leave the labeller uncertain as to which category was intended by the speaker. In boundary annotation, in particular, a labeller may be certain that there is a phrase-level boundary, but have uncertainty about the level of boundary. It is our observation, from years of annotation and prosodic annotation training, that the clearer tokens of prosodic categories show more and stronger cues in the signal. In contrast, harder-to-categorize tokens of prosodic events tend to show only a subset of the cues that are associated with established categories.
While trained labellers are generally able to make a category decision, the potentially systematic and informative variability in the signal is not captured by the use of a categorical label alone. Cole and Shattuck-Hufnagel (2016) [4] advocated for "the identification of individual cues to the contrastive prosodic elements of an utterance:"
Cue specification provides a link between the contrastive symbolic categories of prosodic structures and the continuous-valued parameters in the acoustic signal, and offers a framework for investigating how factors related to the grammatical and situational context influence the phonetic form of spoken words and phrases. [4, p. 1] Towards this goal, we propose the beginnings of an extension to prosodic annotation to explicitly label cues to prosodic categories. We adapt proposed systems for cuebased annotation of disfluent [5] and stuttered [6] speech, and expand this type of annotation to fluent speech. While we plan to address cue specification for prosodic prominence in future work, we begin our proposal with a set of boundary cues. Using a small corpus of American English speech, we compare a set of new cue annotations to independently produced ToBI labels, to illustrate how such an annotation system might shed light on the realization and perception of prosodic categories.
While phonetic cues to boundaries have been extensively discussed in the literature, and many studies have examined the role of cues for boundary perception (e.g. [7, 8, 9] ) and automatic boundary detection (e.g. [10, 11, 12] ), we do not yet know of a system designed for explicit prosodic cue annotation of corpora. This system is not intended to supplant categorical prosodic annotation systems, but to enhance them by showing the concrete ways in which speakers signal categories, and how these cues are interpreted by listeners. Indeed, in agreement with previous proposals [4, 13] , we believe that the essential goals of prosodic transcription are to identify the contrastive linguistic categories of spoken utterances, and not merely the salient aspects of the surface form. On this cue-based view, the transcription of an utterance has two important levels: 1) the observable acoustic cues to the features of its constituents, and 2) the abstract sound categories that are signalled by those cues and that define the contrastive categories that underlie the utterance. 
Background

Feature Cues to Segmental categories
In the segmental domain, there is evidence that language users systematically control aspects of speech below the level of contrastive linguistic constituents. Evidence comes from many phenomena, and a wide range of analyses (see [1] for an overview). Patterns of sub-allophonic variation often occur in prosodic boundary and accent contexts (e.g. [14] ). The range and pervasiveness of phonetic variability across contexts is challenging to deal with using traditional units (phonemes, features or allophones), which suggests the usefulness of a lower level of description, i.e. the acoustic cues that signal distinctive features, and the quantitative values these cues can take on.
Annotation of prosodic categories
ToBI [2, 3] is a system of prosodic transcription with which users aim to identify and label the categories of prosodic events. In ToBI conventions, based in large part on the autosegmental-metrical model of prosodic phonology [15] , tonal events are considered to indicate prominence or boundary, and are categorized as either pitch accents or two levels of edge tone.
ToBI uses a tier-based system of annotation, time-aligned to the speech signal. ToBI's two main analysis tiers are the tones tier, to label pitch-related events of prominence and phrase-level boundaries, and the breaks tier, for an index of between-word disjuncture. These are used in conjunction with tiers for words (orthographic text), and misc (miscellaneous other signal information). In the process of ToBI annotation, a trained labeller interprets the acoustic cues (through listening and visual inspection) to identify the phonological categories represented by the prosodic events of the utterance. When cues to an event are ambiguous, however, the labeller may struggle to identify a category. Use of uncertainty markers and the alternatives tier [16] help to capture such cases, but do not directly identify the aspects of the signal that make category identification difficult.
ToBI labellers are required to determine a level of perceived disjuncture between each pair of words, labelled by a break index between 0 and 4. A break index of 4 is the largest labelled disjuncture, and indicates the end of a Full Intonational Phrase (IP). A 3 break indicates the end of an intermediate intonational phrase (ip) . The standard phrasemedial word boundary is a 1 break. A 0 break indicates that two words have been tightly grouped via connected speech processes, such that the labeller does not perceive a word boundary. A break index of 2 was devised, "to mark cases of these two types of 'mismatch' between the subjective boundary strength and the intonational constituency." [2, p. 35] In practice, 2 breaks are used where a labeller perceives disjuncture that is greater than a word-level boundary, but not strong enough to merit a break index 3.
Cues to prosodic boundaries
In the area of prosodic boundary perception in American English, boundaries and their relative strength are marked by a variety of cues in the signal, including pre-boundary segmental lengthening (e.g. [17, 18, 19] ), pauses (e.g. [20, 21, 22] ), edge tones (e.g. [2, 7, 15] ), and cross-phrase pitch reset (e.g. [23] ). (See [24] for a recent overview of pitch and timing boundary cue literature.) Other cues include voice quality cues, such as irregular pitch periods word-initially at the beginning of a phrase [25] , or phrase finally [26] .
While studies have shown that certain boundary cues (e.g. preboundary lengthening [19] ) have a high degree of correlation with boundary strength, no single cue has been found to account for all of the variation in perceived level of grouping. When pitch cues are controlled, timing cues alone can signal boundary strength (e.g. [8, 27] ). However, when timing cues are controlled and weaker, pitch can also strongly cue boundaries [23, 24, 28, 29] . Explicit labelling of these cues as they occur in naturally produced speech has the potential to guide research into this type of interaction.
Methods
In the current study, we begin the foray into explicit labelling of cues to prosodic structure with proposed labels for a constrained set of cues that are well established as boundary cues for American English. We examine the feasibility of using these labels to explicitly indicate the presence of boundary-related acoustic cues through comparison to independently-produced ToBI break index labels. We hypothesize that where boundary cues converge (i.e. tokens with multiple cues to the presence of a phrasal boundary), there will be greater perceived disjuncture, as operationalized by ToBI break index labels. In cases where only a subset of boundary cues are present, we predict that labellers are not only likely to perceive weaker boundaries, but also to have uncertainty about the level of boundary.
The corpus used to test this cue labelling was used in study 2 of Breen et al., 2012 [30] . It consists of eight files, comprising roughly six minutes of speech: 178 seconds professionally read and 181 seconds of spontaneous speech, from the Boston Radio News and CallHome corpora, respectively. The files were produced by seven individual speakers, roughly balanced between male and female speakers, and contained a total of 1076 words. All files were independently labelled by 4 expert labellers with Mainstream American English ToBI conventions, as described in [30] .
An expert prosodic labeller (the first author, who was not among the ToBI labellers for this study) independently labelled the eight files for boundary cues using the 6 labels described below. This proposed system takes as its base the prosodic disfluency labelling system of Brugos & ShattuckHufnagel (2012) [5] , which in turn is modelled after ArbisiKelm's 2006 [6] system for labelling stuttered speech. Two labels (pr and ps) are based on timing cues, and are adapted from the disfluency and stuttering annotations [5, 6] . Four new labels are proposed for pitch and voice quality cues.
pr: pre-boundary lengthening, noticeable prolongation of the segments of the final syllable of a word ps: pause, a silent interval following a word et: a local change in f0 across the final syllables of a word that leads a labeller to consider a boundary (edge tone) jp: a change in f0 across word boundaries, whether a step up or a step down (reset, or pitch "jump") gf: irregular pitch periods in the final syllable of a word (final glottalization) gi: irregular pitch periods at the beginning of a vowelinitial word (initial glottalization) Cue labels were placed on a point tier, time-aligned to the end of each orthographic word. While several cues may be following that word (namely pause, pitch jump, and wordinitial glottalization), for ease of processing, all cues were labelled at word end. Labels are used in sequences delimited by a period. Therefore, each word was labelled with between 0 and 6 cues from this identified set (e.g. only pr or pr.et.gf.ps.jp.gi). No judgement was made about the presence or size of boundaries, nor of perceived prominence.
Of the 1076 words in the data set, 649 words were labelled with 1 or more cues. All files were annotated using Praat [31] . Labels from all of the independently labelled TextGrids were automatically extracted for analysis.
Results & Analysis
Our first analysis addresses the question of whether the proposed cues map reasonably onto the break index categories used by coders. A first summary of the data, in Table 1 . shows correspondence between the number of cues labelled for a given word, and disjuncture, operationalized here as break index agreed upon by 2 or more of the 4 ToBI labelers. The table shows that tokens with an increased number of cues tend to be labelled with higher break indices. We used linear mixed effects regression to determine whether break index ratings increased with increases in the number of cues to a boundary. Here, we assigned each word the average of the break indices of the 4 labellers for that token, giving a continuous disjuncture score between 0 and 4. To account for possible differences across speakers, we included Speaker as a random effect. We also tested whether a random slope of Cue Number over Speaker improved model fit, but this model failed to converge, so we removed this parameter. In the final model, Cue Number was a significant predictor of average break index rating, B = 0.53, SE = 0.01, t = 42.84, p < .05 (Figure 1 ).
To determine whether the individual cues account for unique variance in signaling boundaries, we used linear mixed effect regression to predict the average break index from the six cues. Each cue was entered as a fixed effect in the model. In order to account for potential differences across speakers, we included Speaker as a random effect. We also tested whether random slopes for each cue over Speaker improved model fit. The full model did not converge, so we removed the random slope of the cue that accounted for the least Speaker variance (jp), and the model converged. The fixed effects of the final model are presented in Table 2 and Figure 2 . Five of the six cues independently and significantly increased the average break index rating. The sixth cue was a marginally significant predictor of increased break index rating. This result demonstrates that each of the cues in the current study is being perceived by coders as a cue to boundaries. For example, pause has a large effect on increasing average break index. This also demonstrates that the cues are weighted differently. Although the presence of initial glottalization does not significantly increase break index rating, it should be noted that the presence of this particular cue is limited to cases where a word following the labelled disjuncture begins with a vowel. Finally, we assessed the relationship between number of boundary cues and labeller uncertainty. A break index was considered uncertain if any one of the four ToBI labellers included the '?' or '-' diacritic in their label. Table 3 shows the frequency with which any labeller indicated uncertainty by the number of cues labelled for each token. The proportion of uncertain labels was higher when there was a smaller number of cues to a boundary than when there were either no cues, or many, X 2 (df = 6, N = 1076) = 67.98, p < .01. Uncertainty about level of disjuncture was more likely when there were 2, 3 or 4 cues. When there were 5 or 6 cues, there was almost no uncertainty. Similarly, when 0 or only 1 cue to potential boundary was present, uncertainty was infrequent. 
Discussion
As predicted, there was a strong correlation between number of annotated boundary cues, and perceived disjuncture, as operationalized as an averaging of break index label from four independent labellers.
This type of cue annotation combined with categorical labelling has the potential to offer insight into how cues interact in perception, through combination and cue trading: the absence and/or weakness of one cue to a given category may be compensated for by the presence and/or strength of a different cue. Such cases can be seen in our data, such as when ToBI labellers chose a 4 break index, but only 1 or 2 boundary cues were in evidence, but of very large magnitude (e.g. very long prolongation). This is in contrast to more straightforward example, when all 6 boundaries were present (and where all labellers agreed on a 4 break). Two such examples are shown in Figure 3 .
While at this stage of labelling we focus on the presence of a cue perceived by a trained labeller, it is clear that these cues also vary in their magnitude. For example, pauses and pre-boundary lengthening vary in their degree, and edge tones and cross-phrase reset vary in the size of the f0 excursion or difference, and such differences of magnitude affect perceived grouping (e.g. [19, 23, 32] ).
Future work will consider cues from amplitude [11] and phrase-initial onset strengthening [33] . We hope also to investigate labelling non-local and potentially overlapping patterns that cue grouping, such as cross-phrase global pitch patterns (e.g. "schemas" [24, 34] or declination and pitch accent scaling relations [35, 36] ) as well as other non-local grouping cues (e.g. [37, 38, 39] ). A similar approach labelling cues to prominence, could guide investigation into how prominence and boundary cues overlap and interact. Annotating prosodic cues, in addition to or as an intermediate step towards categorical labels, has the potential to help in the study of prosody of lesser-studied languages and varieties, an approach endorsed by those developing IPrA [40] . Boundary cues such as we have annotated could be used in conjunction with the proposed tonal markers of [40] and [41] .
Conclusions
Using a transcription system that explicitly labels the cues to prosodic categories both captures aspects of the variability of the signal, and sheds light on the systematicity of the variability. This study provides a proof of concept that when people label boundaries, and when people label cues, those two sets of labels are usefully related.
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